Single Image Reflection Removal via Deep Feature Contrast
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Abstract- Removing undesired reflection from a single image is in demand for computational photography. Reflection removal methods are gradually effective because of the fast development of deep neural networks. However, current results of reflection removal methods usually leave salient reflection residues due to the challenge of recognizing diverse reflection patterns. In this paper, we present a one-stage reflection removal framework with an end-to-end manner that considers both low-level information correlation and efficient feature separation. Our approach employs the cross cross-attention mechanism to extract low-level features and to efficiently enhance contextual correlation. To thoroughly remove reflection residues in the background image, we punish the similar texture feature by contrasting the parallel feature separation networks, and thus unrelated textures in the background image could be progressively separated during model training. Experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets manifest our approach can reach the state-of-the-art effect quantitatively and qualitatively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reflection is a common phenomenon in daily photography, especially when capturing images through transparent mediums like glass. The background object may be shielded, blurred or overexposed by undesired reflection. Methods for reflection removal can be applied in many fields, including intelligent vision systems, traffic recording cameras, and so on. As the popularity of vision devices in daily life, the degraded image might make most vision systems inoperable. Hence, practical reflection removal approaches are extremely in demand.

Main challenge in reflection removal stems from accurately recognizing reflection constituents of the degraded image. Traditionally, reflection-contaminated image $I$ is mixed with linearly weighted background $B$ and reflection image $R$. Hereby the reflection removal task could be transferred into an image decomposition task. Generally, the definition of reflection degradation is as follows$^{[1-3]}$: $I = \alpha \cdot B + \beta \cdot (K \otimes R) + n,$ (1)

where $K$ means the Gaussian blur kernel, $\otimes$ represents the convolution operation, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ denote the proportion of background and reflection contributes, and $n$ is the noise item.

Traditional solutions for reflection removal are mostly based on computational priors. One usual method is to predict the background edge firstly$^{[6-8]}$, and then contrasts the predicted background edge and contaminated-image to obtain reflection-free background through iterations. However, the limitation is obvious that it’s challenging to predict accurate background edge without enough prior knowledge, which might cause many background texture details lost. Even if some recent user-assisted methods restrict this case$^{[6, 9]}$, the process of reflection removal becomes less practical in most scenarios as well.

Recently, the reflection removal task is in focus again thanks to the fast development of deep learning. Generative adversarial network$^{[10]}$, variation auto-encoder$^{[11]}$, and other models have already made headway so that the visual quality of image synthesis has been significantly elevated. In the beginning, plain convolution neural networks(CNNs) are used to obtain effective features$^{[12]}$ or predict background edge$^{[13]}$. However, these multi-stage methods still follow traditional steps to remove reflection, so there are many distinct reflection residues can be seen from the restoration results. Another line of reflection removal is often in an end-to-end manner, which mainly includes two types. One is based on coarse-to-fine framework to first generate coarse reflection and background image to facilitate the predicted background$^{[3, 14]}$. However, it often lets CNN models automatically learn potential contrast cues of background and reflection images without explicit instruction, as well as a huge scale of computation requires more inference time. The other attempts to generate background image directly by asking for extra misaligned images$^{[5]}$ or designing extra models to simulate the formation process of reflection$^{[15]}$ for training more degenerated images. As illustrated in Figure$^{[1]}$, we set an example to display restoration results of various types of state-of-the-art reflection removal methods on the real-world contaminated-image, which reveals present methods’ weakness of background texture preservation and reflection patterns recognizing.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end reflection removal framework, which sufficiently integrates multi-level contextual features and employs predicted reflection image as crucial contrast cues. We respectively propose Contextual Supplement Network (CSN), Restoration Backbone Network (RBN), and Feature Separation Network (FSN) as main components. The CSN strengthens feature pixel correlations from object edges and supplements more low-level cues. The RBN is designed to integrate multi-level contextual features for the final separation process. Afterward, parallel FSNs utilize separated features and feature contrast cues to measure global texture similarity between predicted background and reflection layer. Thus, the FSNs can effectively guide the output background image for removing various reflection patterns. Overall contribution of our research summarizes as below:

- We propose an end-to-end framework for single image reflection removal. The framework includes three efficient functional components and effective multi-level feature fusion for improving the performance of reflection removal.
- We especially reinforce feature extraction and separation process to sufficiently take advantage of multi-level semantic information’s correlation and difference as critical cues to remove reflection.
- We carefully design texture discrepancy loss to more thoroughly exclude undesired constituents in the background or reflection layer by punishing similar texture of global features.
- Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of our framework. Both quantitative and qualitative results in real-world and synthetic datasets show our method achieves state-of-the-art performance.

II. Related Work

Multiple-view methods. Reflection removal is an extremely ill-posed problem, some methods ask for a sequence of images in various viewpoints to restrict solution domain. To eliminate reflection in a sequence of frames, multiview approaches usually regard camera motion [16-21] as crucial cues by assuming discrepant motion of the background layer and reflection layer. Methods [2, 22] estimate optical-flow to align objects in different frames, and thus the model can better separate reflection and background images.

Non-learning approaches. Practically, most real scenarios require removing reflection from a single image. Conventional solutions to restore images with reflection usually leverages handcrafted priors. Yan et al. [23] leverage gradient sparsity prior to predict the background gradient map, and then employ the gradient map again to facilitate the reconstruction of the background image. Considering the prior of Depth-of-Field (DoF), Wan et al. [8] first predict the confidence map of DoF to generate the gradient map of background image. To more accurately predict the background image, Levin et al. [6] require for user-interaction for obtaining reflection regions. Then, Fan et al. [9] improve the performance of user-interaction based method by respectively preserving vein and structure. Inspired by Laplacian fidelity term [25], Arvanitopoulos et al. [24] remove reflection by penalizing the weak edges. Soon, Yang et al. [4] improve the target function of reflection modeling and employ convex optimization to efficiently remove reflection constituents.

Deep learning approaches. With the fast development of deep learning [47, 48], the performance of image reflection removal is significantly improved. Fan et al. [13] firstly introduced a two-stage deep learning architecture that primarily predicts objective gradient map from the input image. Next, they utilized both origin input and predicted gradient map to recover sharp background layer. Besides, it also proposed an effective method to synthesize contaminated image from large-scale image dataset. Thereafter, another two-stage methods is proposed by Yang et al. [3], which adopted step-wise prediction for reflection and background image as well. Li et al. [26] employed the gradient confidence map to facilitate reflection removal and background image synthesis. Then, Wan et al. [27] proposed a novel architecture with two cooperative sub-networks, among which multi-level information could aggregate interactively aggregated. Considering global various features, Zhang et al. [28] introduced dilated convolution and perceptual loss to improve the quality of restored background images. Later, Wei et al. [5] proposed a novel approach to employ mis-aligned image pairs for model training. Recently, a
novel type of methods pays attention to modeling reflection degradation[15, 29]. Thus, it can generate training images as close as the real-world images with reflection, and improves the model robustness and effectiveness.

III. Method

In this section, we would like to introduce the main framework of our reflection removal method. At first, we elucidate how our functional components work in the overall proposed architecture. Then, we enumerate the loss functions during the training phase. Lastly, we supplement the specific implemental details for model training.

A. Network architecture

As illustrated in Figure 2 our proposed reflection removal architecture consists of three main components, Contextual Supplement Network (CSN), Restoration Backbone Network (RBN), and Feature Separation Network (FSN).

Contextual Supplement Network. Some researches[8, 13, 14, 27] supplement low-level information to augment dereflection effect through additional subnetwork or multi-stage architecture, mainly because high frequency proportion in low-level feature is a reliable prior for reflection removal. Global pixel-wise correlation facilitates to restore high quality background images[30], and thus we employ the criss-cross attention in CSN to cement global low-level information and pixel-wise correlation. As an efficient evolution of non-local neural network[31], we employ Criss-Cross Attention (CCA) module, and its effectiveness has been proved for semantic work[32]. As illustrated in Figure 2 the input feature H is mapped into Q, K and V by 1×1 convolutions. The CCA module includes two steps, the affinity operation and the aggregation. The affinity operation calculates pixel-wise correlation of all channels between feature maps Q and K:

\[ d_{i,u} = Q_u \cdot \Omega_{i,u}, \]

where \( Q_u \) denotes a vector of pixels in all channels at position u in spatial dimension of feature maps Q, \( \Omega_{i,u} \) is the i-th element in the vector of position u’s row or column in spatial feature maps K, and \( d_{i,u} \) is the calculated correlation degree. Then attention map \( \mathbf{A} \) is generated from \( d_{i,u} \) via softmax function. Residual feature aggregation operation defines as below:

\[ H'_u = \sum_{i \in |\Phi|} A_{i,u} \Phi_{i,u} + H_u, \]

where \( H_u \) and \( H'_u \) note input and output feature map at position u, \( \Phi_{i,u} \) is feature map vectors in \( V_i \), and \( A_{i,u} \) is scalar value of attention map obtained from softmax function after \( d_{i,u} \). According to CCA module’s peculiarity, long-term contextual information can be well enriched. However, to gain sufficiently global correlation information, at least two recurrently connected CCA modules are necessary. Therefore, our CSN component can aggregate global corresponding between low-level contextual features. Notably, CCA module is computationally cheap, so it consumes little resource to deal with larger feature maps, as well as effectively aggregating low-level information according to pixel-wise correlation.

Restoration Backbone Network. To obtain reflection features from input reflection-contaminated image, we employed a common U-Net[33] as RBN’s architecture shown in Figure 2. This subnetwork combines \( H' \) and I as input to obtain deep separable features \( F_c = f(I, H') \). In main RBN, altogether 16 layers include 3×3 convolution filters, average pooling, leakyReLU[34] and symmetric skip-connections. Moreover, we achieve upscaling by bilinear interpolation with...
3x3 convolution and leakyReLU operations. The batch-normalization layer ignores absolute difference on image contrast and generates more undesired artifacts[35], so we forbid all the batch-norm layers to better suit our task.

**Feature Separation Network.** Main strategies of image decomposing based reflection removal methods are displayed in Figure 3. The third is the main strategy of our concurrent Feature Separation Network(FSN). Motivated by the low efficiency of most methods that use CNNs to implicitly learn reflection and background features. We design the concurrent FSNs which are explicitly supervised to punish similar texture by feature contrast cues. Standard low-level feature is extracted from the shallow layers of pretrained VGG-19[36] to determine target boundary. Therefore, we can finally obtain cleaner low-level features to respectively predict $B^*$ and $R^*$ through parallel FSNs $\mathcal{H}_B$ and $\mathcal{H}_R$:

$$B^* = \mathcal{H}_B(f(I, H')), \quad R^* = \mathcal{H}_R(f(I, H')).$$

Additionally, we adopt residual learning ($I - B$)[37] so that our network can reduce the amount of variation to avoid artifacts while testing.

**B. Loss function**

**Content loss.** Only employing $\mathcal{L}_1$ distance to measure absolute error between groundtruth $B_{GT}$ and predicted background image $B^*$ might cause undesired artifacts at times. Hence, we introduce perceptual loss[38] that focuses on differences of multi-level semantic features between predicted background layer and groundtruth to enhance image details. Multi-level features are extracted from five layers of pretrained VGG-19[36] $F_l$. The weights of various feature sizes are normalized by coefficients $\alpha_l$. Combined with pixel-wise loss, more high frequency details can be preserved. Content loss is defined as follows:

$$\mathcal{L}_{content} = \mathcal{L}_{pixel} + \mathcal{L}_{feat},$$

$$\mathcal{L}_{pixel} = ||B^* - B_{GT}||_1,$$

$$\mathcal{L}_{feat} = \sum_l \alpha_l ||F_l(B^*) - F_l(B_{GT})||_1.$$  

**Gradient loss.** Precise gradient is critical prior for image restoration[13, 23, 27, 28, 39]. Our gradient loss is inspired from traditional prior of blurry image edges, which mainly includes two parts, total variation loss and exclusion loss. We introduce total variation loss[40] as regularization item to enhance spatial smoothness of output background and to restrain high-frequency artifacts. Gradient loss is defined as follows:

$$\mathcal{L}_{grad} = \mathcal{L}_{tv} + \mathcal{L}_{excl},$$

$$\mathcal{L}_{tv} = ||\nabla x B^*||^2_2 + ||\nabla y B^*||^2_2,$$

where $\nabla x$ and $\nabla y$ are image gradients in $x$ and $y$ directions. Besides, gradient exclusion loss was proved useful for overlap image decomposition tasks, which can more thoroughly separate overlapped areas based on edge blurry prior.

$$\mathcal{L}_{excl} = \sum_l \sum_{n=1}^N ||\Psi(g_{l,n}^R(I, \theta), g_{l,n}^B(I, \theta))||_F,$$

where $\lambda_T$ and $\lambda_R$ are the normalization factors, $g$ and $n$ are downsampling operation parameters, and $\odot$ notes element-wise multiplication. More details about parameters definition are expatiated in original introduction[28].
Adversarial loss. In order to preserve more vein and texture detail, additional supervisor helps much to improve the visual effect[41]. This can also relieve color degradation case and make the restoration results more like the realistic reflection-free images. Definition of adversarial loss is defined as follows:

\[
L_{adv} = -\mathbb{E}_{B^*, P_G}[D(B^*, I)],
\]

\[
L_D = -\mathbb{E}_{B_{GT} \sim P_{data}}[D(B_{GT}, I)] + \mathbb{E}_{B^* \sim P_G}[D(B^*, I)].
\]

We employ a similar discriminator proposed by the pix2pix[41].

Texture contrast loss. To effectively utilize mutually-exclusive features in parallel FSNS, we contrast the texture similarity of global features between background and reflection branches. Following the global texture extraction in image synthesis task[46], our designed texture contrast loss function penalizes those global texture features that exist in both branches at the same time by performing supervision. We infer locally extracted features belong to only one layer and output of deep separable features from RBN are ready to conclude final predictions. And we employ texture contrast loss to instruct the final FSNSs to obtain cleaner predictions rather than simply receive B and R from the last convolution layer’s six channels as PLNet[28].

Firstly, we protrude global texture feature through the Gram matrix, and then measure intersection proportion in a contrast manner by cosine similarity. In detail, we put the groundtruth of B and R into a pre-trained VGG-19 and then take out 64 channels features in ‘layer1_2’ to gain metric boundary \(d_1\). Analogously, we calculate the intersection proportion \(d_2\) of parallel FSNS feature. Finally, we minimize the distance of \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) to restrain similar texture features. Texture contrast loss formulates as follows:

\[
L_{tc} = \frac{1}{c} \sum_{i=1}^{C} ||G_i(B_{GT}, R_{GT}) - G_i(B^*, R^*)||_1,
\]

\[
G_i(B, R) = \cos(\phi(F_{B,i}), \phi(F_{R,i})),
\]

where \(\phi\) denotes Gram matrix, \(\cos\) is cosine similarity, \(C\) is feature channels and additionally \(F_i = F_i(f(I, H))\) notes the i-th channel of RBN’s output feature maps.

To sum up, our final loss function is formulated as:

\[
L = \lambda_1 L_{content} + \lambda_2 L_{grad} + \lambda_3 L_{adv} + \lambda_4 L_{tc},
\]

where the coefficients of each loss are empirically set as \(\lambda_1=1, \lambda_2=\lambda_3=0.01, \lambda_4=0.1\).

IV. Experiments

This section shows our experiment results and both quantitative and qualitative comparisons with recent advanced reflection removal methods including BDN[3], PLNet[28], ERRNet[5], and YW19[4]. Among them, most methods are learning-based and one is the state-of-the-art non-learning based. Methods are tested on both
Fig. 5: Visualization of background restoration results from five reflection removal methods on four randomly selected test images in SIR$^2$ Wild dataset[1]. Our method keeps good fidelity of background information and removes reflection more thoroughly. Besides, we magnify the areas with more reflections with bounding boxes.

synthetic and real-world datasets to reveal our method’s superiority. As for synthetic images, we qualitatively compare the results of image decomposition based methods, through which both reflection and background layers are predicted. Next, we compare our method on four real-world test datasets with various type methods to display our method practicality in real-life scenes. Additionally, we adopted PSNR, SSIM, LMSE[42], and NCC[2] metrics to more thoroughly evaluate different methods’ results. Among them, higher values for PSNR, SSIM and NCC and lower LMSE mean higher quality of predicted background image.

A. Results comparison

Here we would like to show our results and compare them with state-of-the-art methods on both visual quality and quantitative metrics. For synthetic datasets, Figure 4 qualitatively shows four randomly selected results of 100 standard synthetic test images[13]. Compared with recent image decomposition based methods[3, 28], our model decomposes reflection-contaminated input into higher quality of prediction of reflection and background layers. Obviously, our method leaves fewer reflection residues on the predicted background layer, as well as capturing a more precise reflection layer.

To deeply explain our model’s reflection-free effect, we employ four real-world datasets for evaluation. Specific visual quality comparison with recent reflection removal methods is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7. In detail, our method is not merely better for detail fidelity of the background, but also diminishes reflection residues. For instance, our method exhibits prominent background preservation, and creates fewer artifacts on SIR$^2$ Wild dataset[1] in the second row of Figure 5. Both the pillar and floor details are preserved better than other state-
of-the-art methods of the first column. In fact, the decomposition-based method PLNet[28] is outstanding for reflection removal. PLNet[28] transforms picture tone leading many image color saturation changes. Moreover, YW19[4] also appears the problem of global pixel transformation of the input image. Compared with learning-based methods, some high-frequency details of background might be lost or blurred. Next, to show our model’s generalization performance, Figure 7 displays visual results of other existing real-world images with reflection[4, 13, 28]. Our method can restore interfered images to high-quality background images. Interestingly, our model can recognize the glass edge in the third row of Figure 7 and preserve it, rather than remove it like ERRNet[5]. It also implies our method can more accurately capture reflection regions and preserve background details.

Table 1 shows a quantitative comparison between state-of-the-art methods on the existing real-world test datasets in terms of four evaluation metrics. The quantitative results prove our method can be comparable with the most state-of-the-art results for image reflection removal. In terms of PSNR, our method achieves 0.35 dB higher than competing methods on Wild dataset. Table 2 also displays that our method is of great efficiency while inferring. However, we are willing to acknowledge that relatively uncommon scenes of SIR² postcard dataset are still challenging and have more progress space to enhance performance.

B. Training dataset

Following the synthesis method proposed by PLNet[28], we generated 7000 synthetic triplets \( \{I_t, B_t, R_t\}_N \) by synthesizing images from the PASCAL VOC dataset[43] for model training. In addition, we supplemented real-world training images proposed by PLNet[28], and cropped the real-world images into 3000 training pairs. Finally, we obtained 10000 image pairs as training dataset.

To evaluate different methods effectively, we utilized four real-world test datasets. The SIR²[1] is a collection of images for reflection removal, which can be divided into three datasets: (1) 200 images captured in indoor scenes with solid objects. (2) 199 challenging triplets that are captured from overlapped postcards. (3) 55 wild scenes in daily life reflection condition. For comparison, three datasets are respectively named as Solid, Postcard, and Wild. Besides, we name the 20 real-world test images in PLNet[28] as Real20.

C. Implemental details

We implement our experiments through PyTorch. The image scale is randomly cropped into 256×256. Besides, training images employ flipping and random resizing for augmentation. Afterward, synthetic and real-world datasets are loaded with adjustable proportion to avoid over-fitting. Our adjustable learning rate changes from 2e-4 to 1e-5 along with training epochs. We adopt Adam[44] optimizer, batchsize 4, and altogether 120 epochs were trained from scratch using weight initialization method[45]. All experiments are implemented with 4 Titan RTX GPUs on distributed mode.
Fig. 7: Visualization of restoration results on five randomly selected images from real-world test datasets. We compare our method with state-of-the-art results of decomposition based methods BDN[3] and PLNet[28], as well as non-decomposition based method ERRNet[5]. Our method obtains higher quality background images.

D. Ablation study

To further explore the actual effect of the loss function and network component, we perform a series of ablation study experiments. Compared components are three subnets of CSN, RBN, and FSN. As quantitative results displayed in Table 3, it’s obvious to conclude that the complete model performs best.

Qualitative evaluations of restoration results from our model’s variants in Figure 6 demonstrate specific reflection removal effects by a random selected real-world image. The initial parameters of each experiment are the

Table 3: Quantitative performance of four ablation variants of our method on both synthetic dataset and real-world Wild dataset in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Note that RBN-only and w/o FSN forbid $\mathcal{L}_{te}$ while training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>RBN-only</th>
<th>w/o FSN</th>
<th>w/o CSN</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real20[28]</td>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>22.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same. The increasingly better visual and quantitative results in ablation study can demonstrate that the proposed framework and the loss function are of crucial effectiveness to deal with reflection removal task.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we present an end-to-end framework to restore reflection-contaminated images. Inspired by conventional solutions, we design three functional components of CSN, RBK and FSN respectively to efficiently utilize multi-level information. To thoroughly exclude reflection residues, we propose texture contrast loss to measure texture intersection proportion between branches. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed framework can effectively work on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
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